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1.1WHY DO YOU NEED MONITORING THERMOMETER?

It can monitor body temp. of people who need to be checked their temperature such as patients and babies continuously as monitoring in real-time

It can monitor continuous & accurate body temp. with minimal effort and outside stimulation

Real-time status of body temperature can be reported by sound and vibration through smart device according to preset body temperature fluctuation standard

:    THERMOMETER + SAFER
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SMART MONITORING BODY THERMOMETER

Especially when kids got fever, parents need to stay awake all night and monitor the baby’s temp. during entire week.

Thermosafer was made by a father who went through this situation. When his child got fever, he couldn’t sleep several nights to watch his baby and check his temperature. And

also it was not easy to check baby’s temp. without bothering his sleeping baby. He started to develop Thermosafer, which can monitor continuous & accurate body temp. with

minimal effort of parents at night and minimal outside stimulation for baby.

FATHER MADE CHILDREN’S HEALTH KEEPER



1.2

Issues with existing Thermometer products

Mercury Thermometer

Non-contact Thermometer

WHY DO YOU NEED MONITORING THERMOMETER?

Inconvenience to measure

Measure should check body temperature of a patient directly

Risk of mercury leakage

It cannot monitor body temperature

Inconvenience to measure thermometer into an ear directly

Accuracy error possibility by ear status & how to use the thermometer

It can not monitor body temperature

It can measure present body temp. only
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2.1

Q. Why do you need  Thermosafer? 

WHAT IS :    THERMOMETER + SAFER

Thermosafer can monitor real-time body temperature and record automatically.

User can monitor body temperature of a patient by checking the changes of body temperature changes.

The accuracy of the non-contact thermometer is ± 0.2°C, whereas the accuracy of Thermosafer is ± 0.1°C.

In non-contact type thermometers, there is a high possibility of error on measurement position depending on measurers or using method.

However, Thermosafer measures the body temperature at the same position periodically, the error can be eliminated.
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2.2

Q. How can Thermosafer help parents?

WHAT IS THERMOSAFER

When a baby is sick, parents have sleepless night to check their baby‘s body temperature.

ALARM:

With Thermosafer, parents can take relax. 

Simply connect it with Smartphone by Bluetooth and let it do real-time monitoring. If temperature reaches 

abnormal level, Thermosafer will give alarm parents to get their attention.

TEMP. HISTORY GRAPH:

It also records and saves measurement of data. When parents visit hospital for medical assistance, they 

can easily share the data with doctor for correct diagnosis and treatment.

THERMOMETER + SAFER
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2.3 STRONG POINTS OF THERMOSAFER

Higher accuracy in temperature measurement comparing our competitors

(Accuracy of Thermosafer: ± 0.1℃ (34℃ ~42℃) vs (Accuracy of non-contact thermometer: ± 0.2℃)

Thermosafer monitors body temperature of a patient in real-time & continuously

Thermosafer records body temp. as graphs with calendar automatically

Users can record time of taking antipyretic on the app and check with graphs

Thermosfaer alerts for low & high temperature and it can be customized on setting

Thermosafer supports max 15m as operating distance when a patient use it on the armpit and 

max 50m on an open field like on forehead.

The first & only certified body thermometer as medical device in South Korea.
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2.4 PRODCUT MODEL: XST200

Higher accuracy 

(Thermosafer: ± 0.1℃ (34℃ ~42℃),  Non-contact thermometer: ± 0.2℃)

Monitoring body temperature every 3 seconds

Operating distance is about 50m (15m under the armpit)

Alarm function for an abnormal body temperature

Hypoallergenic silicon patch

Recording body temperature data as a graph through the calendar

Monitoring body temperature by network in remote

Support iOS & android

Made in KOREA
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2.4 PRODCUT MODEL: XST400( A type, B type)

Single use and Disposable TYPE (for infection prevention)

High accuracy of ± 0.1℃ (34℃~42℃) 

Monitoring body temperature every 3 seconds

Type A: 4 days

Type B: 2 weeks(14~18 days) * COVID-19 monitoring

Flexible materials for human body

15m under the armpit

Alarm function for an abnormal body temperature

Monitoring body temperature by network in remote

Hypoallergenic silicon patch

Recording body temperature data as a graph through the calendar

Made in KOREA
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New type B for COVID-19
- Monitoring for 2 weeks of incubation period

NEW!



2.5 APPLICATION PREVIEW

History Graph History Calendar High & Low Temperature WarningBody Temperature
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- Supporting Android and IOS

- Supporting English / Korea / Japanese / Chinese

- Functions : Alarm / Data record and management (body temperature, medicine taking)



2.6 HOW TO USE THERMOSAFER
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1. Install THERMOSAFER application

Install the THERMOSAFER application on your smartphone.

After entering user information, register an account.

After turning on the Bluetooth usage mode of the smartphone, Connect Thermosafer device with the application by finding the thermosafer device.

2. Attach a thermosafer device

The LED blinks when the thermosafer film is removed and the power is turned on.

Attach a thermosafer near the armpit to measure body temperature.

3. Check body temperature record

Check the measured temperature on the connected thermosafer device.

You can set high and low temperature alarms or record the medication time.

XST200

XST400



3 WHAT IS THERMOSAFER CLOUD

Don’t worry about it, you can continuously monitor changes in your baby's temperature while at work through Thermosafer Cloud.

Thermosafer Cloud informs body temp status in real-time by sound and vibration through smart device according to preset body temp fluctuation standard through Thermosafer

Cloud.

Q When you are at work and your baby at home has a fever, 

Are you wondering what your baby body temp now?

Remote Monitoring System : Between home and work office
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Ver.1.0.1

4.0 C.M.S(CHOIS MEDICAL SYSTEM)?
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Monitoring System for measure body temperature of multiple patients

Station
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Monitoring System for measure body temperature of multiple patients

4.0 C.M.S(CHOIS MEDICAL SYSTEM)?



Ver.1.0.1

4.1WHY DO YOU NEED C.M.S(CHOIS MEDICAL SYSTEM)?

Because it is not necessary to check manually when multiple body temperature

measurements are carried out in an institution such as a hospital, it is possible to drastically reduce the efforts put into it.

(convenient for both nurses and patients in the hospital)

The possibility of mistake can be minimized, and accurate body

temperature can be automatically measured in real time so that it can be checked easily when needed.
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4.2 WHAT IS C.M.S
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Focus monitoring system for multiple patients in the hospital

Q Why do you need CMS (Chois Medical System) for multi-clients ?

With CMS solution, it is not necessary to check body temperature one by one at the hospital. It is convenient for both nurses and patients, isn’t it?

With CMS solution, medical team can measure body temperature of multiple patients accurately, the system saves body temperature as graphs in the internal sever

automatically in real-time. Thanks to CMS, we can manage patients more effectively and also, body temperature history can be send to the main sever of the hospital and

medical team can check easily whenever needed.



5.1 SPECIFICATION XST200
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OPERATING  DISTANCE 50M (15M under the armpit)

ACCURACY ± 0.1°C (34°C~42°C)

PROTOCOL Bluetooth 4.0 LE

BATTERY CR2032 (lithium-metal)

PATCH TYPE Hypo-allergenic silicon ※For sensitive skin like kids & elder people.

APPLICAIOTN

Compatible with iOS & Android

Language: Korean, English, Japanese, Chinese

Main function: Logging body temperature, dosage time, Alarm setting(high and low temperature alert, 

battery condition, connection condition)  

COUNTINOURS
OPERATING TIME Around 10 days

CERTIFICATION CE CLASS II, ISO13485, KFDA

Manufacture country Korea



5.2 SPECIFICATION XST400
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OPERATING  DISTANCE 50M (15M under the armpit)

ACCURACY ± 0.1°C (34°C~42°C)

PROTOCOL Bluetooth 4.0 LE

BATTERY Type A: CR2016 Type B: CR2032 (lithium-metal)

PATCH TYPE Hypo-allergenic silicon ※For sensitive skin like kids & elder people.

APPLICAIOTN

Compatible with iOS & Android

Language: Korean, English, Japanese, Chinese

Main function: Logging body temperature, dosage time, Alarm setting(high and low temperature alert, 

battery condition, connection condition)  

IP GRADE IP22

COUNTINOURS
OPERATING TIME

Type A: 3~5 days (single use)

type B: 14~18 days (single use) *COVID incubation period monitoring

CERTIFICATION CE CLASS II, ISO13485, KFDA

Manufacture country Korea



5.3 CERTIFICATION THERMOSAFER
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Certification: CE & ISO13485, 'Class II’ approval as medical device in Korea

(The first ‘Class II’ certified monitoring thermometer as medical device in South Korea)

Made In KOERA
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